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From Haryana to Gujarat to Maharashtra, numerous Indian states have been witness to protests by backward classes pressing for quotas and reservations. In stark
contrast is the exemplary case of Tamil Nadu, which has managed to effectively integrate economic and development agenda for the backward classes into state
policy. In the fifty years of rule between them, M. Karunanidhi, MGR, and J. Jayalalithaa—the iconic leaders of Tamil Nadu politics—managed to effectively transform
institutions and structures to deliver a social welfare agenda in the state. Was it pure charisma on part of these leaders that gave us the unusual story of politicians and
bureaucrats working hand in hand to implement a social agenda? Written by S. Narayan, who as part of the administration was both a witness to and a participant in
these developments, this book is an intimate narrative on the Dravidian years of Tamil Nadu. At an important juncture of Tamil Nadu politics, it also makes us wonder:
With no charismatic leader in the horizon, who can take the state forward?
This book provides a sobering look at modern-day slavery—which includes sex trafficking, domestic servitude, and other forms of forced labor—and documents the
development of the modern-day anti-slavery movement, from early survivor voices to grassroots activism, to the passage of U.S. and international anti-slavery laws. •
Presents an accurate and comprehensive account of the size and scope of modern slavery in the United States and around the world • Uses primary source materials
to illuminate efforts by human rights organizations, lawmakers, and slavery survivors to combat human trafficking and rescue millions of men, women, and children
from lives of backbreaking labor, forced prostitution, and other forms of enslavement • Illustrates how early survivor voices catalyzed the new abolitionist
movement—that the brave actions of a few have benefited thousands of victims of human trafficking
TNUSRB Police Sub-Inspector (SI) Recruitment Exam | 10 Full-length Mock Tests ( Solved 1400+ Questions)EduGorilla Community Pvt. Ltd.
An in-depth analysis of the performance of Indian states to assess the changing status of women in India between 2001 and 2016.
Parliamentary Debates
Guide to RRB NTPC Non Technical Recruitment Exam 2nd Edition
Prison Bureaucracies in the United States, Mexico, India, and Honduras
Modern Slavery: A Documentary and Reference Guide
Ambient Communications and Computer Systems
A unique case in the global family change
2500+ MCQs Based on CURRENT AFFAIRS EVENTS & ISSUES 2020 with Complete Answer and Explanation for Competitive Exams IAS, PCS, SSC, Banking, Railway, Defence, CDS, NDA, Air
Force, KVS+ Covers National & International • Polity and Governance • Economy and Finance • Social: Games & Sports, Films, Festivals, etc. • Ecology and Environment • Science and
Technology • People
This book includes high-quality, peer-reviewed papers from the International Conference on Recent Advancement in Computer, Communication and Computational Sciences (RACCCS-2018),
held at Aryabhatta College of Engineering & Research Center, Ajmer, India on August 10–11, 2018, presenting the latest developments and technical solutions in computational sciences.
Networking and communication are the backbone of data science, data- and knowledge engineering, which have a wide scope for implementation in engineering sciences. This book offers
insights that reflect the advances in these fields from upcoming researchers and leading academicians across the globe. Covering a variety of topics, such as intelligent hardware and software
design, advanced communications, intelligent computing technologies, advanced software engineering, the web and informatics, and intelligent image processing, it helps those in the
computer industry and academia use the advances in next-generation communication and computational technology to shape real-world applications.
• Best Selling Book for Delhi Police Constable Recruitment Exam with objective-type questions as per the latest syllabus given by the SSC. • Compare your performance with other students
using Smart Answer Sheets in EduGorilla’s Delhi Police Constable Recruitment Exam Practice Kit. • Delhi Police Constable Recruitment Exam Preparation Kit comes with 10 Full-length Mock
Tests with the best quality content. • Increase your chances of selection by 14X. • Delhi Police Constable Recruitment Exam Prep Kit comes with well-structured and 100% detailed solutions for
all the questions. • Clear exam with good grades using thoroughly Researched Content by experts.
• Best Selling Book in English Edition for CISF Constable Recruitment Exam with objective-type questions as per the latest syllabus given by the Central Industrial Security Force (CISF). •
Compare your performance with other students using Smart Answer Sheets in EduGorilla’s CISF Constable Recruitment Exam Practice Kit. • CISF Constable Recruitment Exam Preparation Kit
comes with 18 Tests (10 Full-length Mock Tests + 8 Sectional Tests) with the best quality content. • Increase your chances of selection by 14X. • CISF Constable Recruitment Exam Prep Kit
comes with well-structured and 100% detailed solutions for all the questions. • Clear exam with good grades using thoroughly Researched Content by experts.
The Wild East
Internal Security and Community Policing
Police Officer Exam Preparation Book and Practice Test Questions
Family and Population Changes in Singapore
KVS PGT RECRUITMENT EXAMINATION ENGLISH (12 PRACTICE SETS)
The Republic of India
NRA CET Question Banks 2022 comprises Chapter-wise & Topic-wise Concept Notes & Practice questions for systematic learning NRA CET Books 2022 with Blended Learning (Print and online support) NRA CET Question Banks 2022
includes Tips & Tricks to crack the Exam in first attempt NRA CET Books 2022 have Concept-wise videos through QR Codes NRA CET Phase 1 Common Exam Benefits NRA CET Previous Year Solved Paper includes Mind Maps and
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Mnemonics NRA CET Books 2022 are the Best Entrance Exam Preparation Book & Interveiw Preparation Book. NRA CET Question Banks 2022 are mainly for SSC IBPS & RRB Level I to III Recruitment Exams. These NRA CET
Books 2022 are for Class 10 12 & Graduation.
1. Introduction 2. Review of Literature 3. Methodology 4. Results and Discussion 5. Comparative Analysis 6. Summary and Conclusion Biblography Index
India 2018 - A Reference Annual is a comprehensive digest of country's progress in different fields. The book deal with all aspects of development-from rural to urban, industry to infrastructure, science and technology, art and culture,
economy, health, defence, education and mass communication. The sections on general knowledge, current affairs, sports and important events, are a must read for comprehensive understanding of these fields. With its authenticity of
facts and data, the book is a treasure for students, researchers and academicians.
• Best Selling Book in English Edition for Jammu & Kashmir Police Constable Exam with objective-type questions as per the latest syllabus given by the Jammu & Kashmir Police. • Compare your performance with other students using
Smart Answer Sheets in EduGorilla’s Jammu & Kashmir Police Constable Exam Practice Kit. • Jammu & Kashmir Police Constable Exam Preparation Kit comes with 19 Tests (10 Mock Tests + 9 Sectional Tests) with the best quality
content. • Increase your chances of selection by 14X. • Jammu & Kashmir Police Constable Exam Prep Kit comes with well-structured and 100% detailed solutions for all the questions. • Clear exam with good grades using thoroughly
Researched Content by experts.
Child Safety, Welfare and Well-being
Politics and Welfare in Tamil Nadu
Employment News (1-15 May 2018) e-Book
CISF Constable Recruitment Exam 2022 | 1500+ Solved Objective Questions (10 Full-length Mock Tests + 8 Sectional Tests)
Street Survival II

1. General Knowledge 2021 is a compact version of all current events of the whole year. 2. Divided into 5 Key Sections; History, Geography, Indian Polity, Indian
Economy, General Science and General Knowledge. 3. A separate section has been provided for Current Affairs 4. Provides accurate, perfect and complete coverage
of facts. 5. It is useful for the preparation of SSC, Bank, Railway, Police, NDA/CDS and various other competitive exams. General knowledge carries an important
section in many competitive examinations. Keeping an updated knowledge of the current events helps not only in exams but also in the everyday life. The New
Edition of General Knowledge 2022 provides you the current events of the whole year. It is prepared for the students who are going to appear for the various
upcoming examinations. It covers the key subjects like History, Geography, Polity, Finance, Economics and General Science and General Knowledge, supported with
the latest facts and figures. A separate section is allotted to current affairs giving total summary of the events happening around the globe. With the use of latest
figure, graphics and table, it serves as an accurate, perfect and coverage compact version of General Knowledge. This book is highly useful for the SSC, Banks,
Railways, Police, NDA/CDS other examinations. TABLE OF CONTENT Current Affairs, History, Geography, Indian Polity, Indian Economy, General Science and
General Knowledge.
This book provides new insights and research studies on how developing countries come to terms with the nationalisation policies of Gulf economies that provide
employment for their nationals. Focusing on regions and countries that have traditionally been overlooked, it includes studies on labour migration from Egypt to the
Middle East and from the Philippines to Lebanon, migrant experiences and policy prospects in Saudi Arabia and Lebanon, and Indian migration to the Gulf. The book
fills a critical gap in migration research by studying migration from various Indian states, such as Tamil Nadu, Telugu-speaking states (Telangana and Andhra
Pradesh), Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh. It also explores the unexpected phenomenon of demographic windows of economic opportunity (not documented in
demographic literature) observed in a few Arab countries due to older migrant expatriates returning to their home country; the impact of international out-migration
on intergenerational educational mobility among children in migrant-sending households in Kerala; and forced migration of Kerala Muslims to the Gulf.
The book that could save a police officer’s life, career and the life of the citizens officers encounter on the job. The “Bible of Law Enforcement Training” is what the
1980 first edition of Street Survival was considered throughout the profession. Street Survival II: Tactics for Deadly Force Encounters, written by Lt. Jim Glennon, Lt.
Dan Marcou with the original author Chuck Remsberg, has a new, sleek, modern look. While paying homage to the original, the update includes more than 200
colored photos and diagrams and delves into the profession's many changes over the past three decades. It includes tactics, effective street communication,
detecting preattack indicators, public expectations, the issue of Guardian and Warrior roles, and especially preparing for the realities of force events.
• Best Selling Book in English Edition for KVS TGT (Trained Graduate Teacher) Recruitment Exam with objective-type questions as per the latest syllabus given by
the Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan (KVS). • Compare your performance with other students using Smart Answer Sheets in EduGorilla’s KVS TGT (Trained Graduate
Teacher) Recruitment Exam Practice Kit. • KVS TGT (Trained Graduate Teacher) Recruitment Exam Preparation Kit comes with 13 Tests (10 Mock Tests + 3
Previous Year Papers) with the best quality content. • Increase your chances of selection by 14X. • KVS TGT (Trained Graduate Teacher) Recruitment Exam Prep Kit
comes with well-structured and 100% detailed solutions for all the questions. • Clear exam with good grades using thoroughly Researched Content by experts.
General Knowledge 2022
India's Low-Skilled Migration to the Middle East
Oswaal NRA CET Graduation Pass Question Bank General Awareness, General English, Logical Reasoning & Quantitative Aptitude (Set of 4 Books) (For 2022 Exam)
For SSC, IBPS & RRB Level I to III Recruitment Exams
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Police Officer Exam Study Guide 2020-2021
Jammu & Kashmir Police Constable Recruitment Exam 2022 | 1300+ Solved Questions (10 Mock Tests + 9 Sectional Tests)
by Jagran Josh
The present book focuses on various issues and threats pertaining to internal security, the various factors and non-state actors creating the threat, the initiatives by the police to strengthen internal security by
involving community and how the community participation can strengthen those initiatives by enhancing the community policing measures. The study is focussed on Hyderabad. There are multiple manifestations of
internal security which are both implicit and explicit. ‘Communalism’ has been identified as one of the principal threats to internal security with specific reference to Hyderabad. In this background it is highly
desirable and required to strengthen ‘community’ to face any eventualities and encourage working and functional partnership with security and law enforcement agencies especially the police forces. Police or
community alone cannot manage security concerns. In these globalized times strong partnership between community and police is mandatory. The book based on primary research tries to establish that community
policing can be a significant factor in addressing the internal security threats.
The Komagata Maru incident has become central to ongoing debates on Canadian racism, immigration, multiculturalism, citizenship and Indian nationalist resistance. The chapters presented in this book, written
by established and emerging historians and scholars in literary, cultural, religious, immigration and diaspora studies, revisit the ship’s ill-fated journey to throw new light on its impact on South Asian migration and
surveillance, ethnic and race relations, anticolonial and postcolonial resistance, and citizenship. The book draws on archival resources to offer the first multidisciplinary study of the historic event that views it
through imperial, regional, national and transnational lenses and positions the journey both temporally and spatially within micro and macro histories of several regions in the British Empire. This volume contributes
to the emerging literature on migration, mobilities, borders and surveillance, regionalism and transnationalism. Apart from its interest to scholars of diaspora and nationalism, this book will deeply resonate with
those interested in imperialism, migration, transnationalism, Punjab and Sikh studies. This book was originally published as a special issue of the journal South Asian Diaspora.
• Best Selling Book in English Edition for Haryana Police Constable (Commando Wing) Exam with objective-type questions as per the latest syllabus given by the HSSC. • Compare your performance with other
students using Smart Answer Sheets in EduGorilla’s Haryana Police Constable (Commando Wing) Exam Practice Kit. • Haryana Police Constable (Commando Wing) Exam Preparation Kit comes with 10 Fulllength Mock Tests with the best quality content. • Increase your chances of selection by 14X. • Haryana Police Constable (Commando Wing) Exam Prep Kit comes with well-structured and 100% detailed solutions
for all the questions. • Clear exam with good grades using thoroughly Researched Content by experts.
This handbook marks a key intervention in refugee studies in India—home to diverse groups of refugees, including an entire government in exile. It unravels the various socio-economic, political, and cultural
dimensions of refugee issues in India. The volume examines the various legal, political, and policy frameworks for accommodating refugees or asylum seekers in India, including the Citizenship Amendment Act
and the National Registry of Citizens. It evaluates the lack of uniformity in the Indian legal and political framework to deal with its refugee population and analyzes the grounds of inclusion or exclusion for different
groups. Drawing from the experiences of Jewish, Tibetan, Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Sri Lankan, Afghan, and Rohingya refugees in India, it analyzes debates around marginalization, citizenship, and refugee rights. It
also explores the spatial and gendered dimensions of forced migration and the cultural and social lives of displaced communities, including their quest for decent work, education, and health. The volume will be an
indispensable reference for scholars, lawyers, researchers, and students of refugee studies, migration and diaspora studies, public policy, social policy and development studies.
Criminal Political Economies in South Asia
Policies, Politics and Challenges
Telangana Police Constable Prelims Exam 2022 | 2000+ Solved Questions (8 Mock Tests + 2 Previous Year Papers)
You too can become an I.P.S. Officer
With Scorecard
BPSC Primary School Head Teacher Recruitment Exam 2022 | 1500+ Solved Questions [10 Full-Length Mock Tests]
SSC Junior Engineer Mechanical Engineering Recruitment Exam Guide 3rd Edition is a comprehensive book for those who aspire to excel in SSC Paper 1 and Paper 2 for Jr. Engineer – Mechanical post. The book now comes
with the thoroughly revised & updated Technical section. The book now contains 2016, 2015 & 2014 Solved Papers. The book has been divided into three sections namely Mechanical Engineering, General Intelligence &
Reasoning and General Awareness, each subdivided into ample number of solved problems designed on the lines of questions asked in the exam. All the chapters contain detailed theory along with solved examples. Exhaustive
question bank at the end of each chapter is provided in the form of Exercise. Solutions to the Exercise have been provided at the end of each chapter. Solved Question paper of Another unique feature of the book is the division of
its General Awareness section into separate chapters on History, Geography, Polity, Economy, General Science, Miscellaneous topics and Current Affairs.
KVS KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA SANGATHAN PGT RECRUITMENT EXAMINATION ENGLISH 12 PRACTICE SETS
KVS KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA SANGATHAN TGT (TRAINED GRADUATE TEACHER) Recruitment Examination 14 PRACTICE SETS
• Best Selling Book in English Edition for BPSC Primary School Head Teacher Recruitment Exam 2022 with objective-type questions as per the latest syllabus given by the Institute of Bihar Public Service Commission. •
Compare your performance with other students using Smart Answer Sheets in EduGorilla’s BPSC Primary School Head Teacher Recruitment Exam 2022 Practice Kit. • BPSC Primary School Head Teacher Recruitment Exam
2022 Preparation Kit comes with 10 Full-length Mock Tests with the best quality content. • Increase your chances of selection by 14X. • BPSC Primary School Head Teacher Recruitment Exam 2022 Prep Kit comes with wellstructured and 100% detailed solutions for all the questions. • Clear exam with good grades using thoroughly Researched Content by experts.
Official Report
Diasporas and Transnationalisms
Haryana Police Constable Commando Wing Recruitment Exam 2022 | 10 Full-length Mock Tests ( Solved 1000+ Questions)
India 2018
A Reference Annual
Performance of Women Police, Tamil Nadu

Employment News (01-15 May 2018) e-Book edition by Jagranjosh team is a latest and the best way to search for government jobs online across the country. This eBook edition covers all the job notifications issued by various government organizations that includes Central or State in the given time frame. The book is composed
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in such a way that it becomes the easiest way for any job seeker to exactly get what they want. Easy access to official notification, quick direct link to apply online and
of course the official website for your handy future requirements, are some of the value additions to your government jobs searching hunt. Accumulations of vital
information like Eligibility criteria, Application procedure, Important Dates are stated clearly for the feasibility of readers. On the whole, the Jagran Josh Employment
News 01-15 May 2018 edition of e-book includes many job notifications. We are sure to help you with this initiative of ours to build up a better future for you.
• Best Selling Book in English Edition for Haryana Canal Patwari Exam with objective-type questions as per the latest syllabus given by the HSSC. • Compare your
performance with other students using Smart Answer Sheets in EduGorilla’s Haryana Canal Patwari Exam Practice Kit. • Haryana Canal Patwari Exam Preparation Kit
comes with 12 Tests (10 Mock Test + 2 previous year papers) with the best quality content. • Increase your chances of selection by 14X. • Haryana Canal Patwari
Exam Prep Kit comes with well-structured and 100% detailed solutions for all the questions. • Clear exam with good grades using thoroughly Researched Content by
experts.
• The 2nd edition of the Guide to RRB Non Technical Recruitment Exam provides the 2017 Solved Papers of Stage I & II. • The book has 4 sections: General
Intelligence & Reasoning, General Awareness, General Science and Arithmetic. • Each section is further divided into chapters which contains theory explaining the
concepts involved followed by MCQ exercises. • The detailed solutions to all the questions are provided at the end of each chapter. • The General Science section
provides material for Physics, Chemistry and Biology till class 10. • There is a special chapter created on Railways in the general awareness section. • The book covers
100% syllabus as prescribed in the notification of the RRB exam.
This book depicts the evolution of Singapore’s family and population landscape in the last half a century, the related public policies, and future challenges. Since the
country gained independence in 1965, family and population policies have been integral to her nation-building strategies. The chapters discuss the changes in
population compositions, family structures, relations, and values among major ethnic groups. They also discuss policies for vulnerable populations such as femaleheaded households, cross-cultural families, same-sex partnering, the elderly, and low-income families.
Delhi Police Constable Recruitment Exam 2022 | 10 Full-length Mock Tests (Solved)
HSSC Haryana Canal Patwari Recruitment Exam 2022 | 1000+ Solved Questions (10 Mock Test + 2 Previous Year Papers)
RACCCS-2018
Railway Recruitment Board RRB NTPC 2019 CBT Stage 1 Exam 23 Practice Sets 2300 Solved Questions 2 Previous Year Solved Papers
KVS TGT (Trained Graduate Teacher) Recruitment Exam 2022 | 1900+ Solved Questions (10 Mock Tests + 3 Previous Year Papers)
Issues and Challenges
• Best Selling Book for TNUSRB Police Sub Inspector Exam with objective-type questions as per the latest syllabus given by the Tamil Nadu Uniformed
Services Recruitment Board. • Compare your performance with other students using Smart Answer Sheets in EduGorilla’s TNUSRB Police Sub Inspector Exam
Practice Kit. • TNUSRB Police Sub Inspector Exam Preparation Kit comes with 10 Full-length Mock Tests with the best quality content. • Increase your
chances of selection by 14X. • TNUSRB Police Sub Inspector Exam Prep Kit comes with well-structured and 100% detailed solutions for all the questions. •
Clear exam with good grades using thoroughly Researched Content by experts.
This book examines how the form and function of prisons in the United States, Mexico, India, and Honduras differ, as evidenced by data gathered from
interviews with 150 prison administrators in ten international trips. Despite many variations between the fifteen prisons and four systems in this
study, they had strikingly similar long-term paths.
The Wild East bridges political economy and anthropology to examine a variety of il/legal economic sectors and businesses such as red sanders, coal,
fire, oil, sand, air spectrum, land, water, real estate, procurement and industrial labour. The 11 case studies, based across India, Pakistan and
Bangladesh, explore how state regulative law is often ignored and/or selectively manipulated. The emerging collective narrative shows the workings of
regulated criminal economic systems where criminal formations, politicians, police, judges and bureaucrats are deeply intertwined. By pioneering the
field-study of the politicisation of economic crime, and disrupting the wider literature on South Asia’s informal economy, The Wild East aims to
influence future research agendas through its case for the study of mafia-enterprises and their engagement with governance in South Asia and outside.
Its empirical and theoretical contribution to debates about economic crimes in democratic regimes will be of critical value to researchers in Economics,
Anthropology, Sociology, Comparative Politics, Political Science and International Relations, Criminologists and Development Studies, as well as to
those inside and outside academia interested in current affairs and the relationship between crime, politics and mafia enterprises.
Anchoring himself firmly on the ever-contested space of Indian Law and Legal Processes, and drawing substantive support from his rich and varied
experience as a Law Enforcement Officer in the Police Department of Tamil Nadu, India, the author, V. Sithannan in presenting this scholarly work, has
sought to fulfill the legitimate requirements of Police Officers, Advocates, Judicial Officers, Social Activists, NGOs, Gender Activists and the general
public. The Author's utopian ideal that no innocent person should be punished and no offender should go unpunished is the dominant message of the book.
For this purpose, the Author has given a balanced treatment of the whole problem of crime and its investigation. The book contains 27 Chapters and 4
Annexures. For example, the 1st Chapter deals with the origin, growth and development of Military and Police and the succeeding chapters elaborate the
structure, powers and the duties of police, the conduct of investigation, the first information report, the jurisdictional limitations of police, dying
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declaration, inquest, search and seizure, examination of witnesses, arrest, interrogation, confession, bail, remand and custody, test identification
parade, tender of pardon to approver, letter rogatory, extradition, burden of proof and presumptions, Police diaries, final report, further
investigation and maintenance of Police records. The comparative chart given to aid the Police Officers to conclude whether death is suicidal or
homicidal or accidental in all forms of death that are encountered by the Police while conducting investigation will be of immense use with scientific
accuracy. Another Chart provided indicating the procedural steps starting from the collection of evidence through the final analysis of the whole crime
and its commission would surely empower the investigating officers with fool-proof methods of investigation. A most praise-worthy feature of the book is
its detailed discussion on the immature juveniles, who are in conflict with law and the crimes against children and women. The annexure to the book is
of immense use as a ready- reckoner, especially annexure I and II by which a Police Officer may easily find whether a particular offence in any of the
most frequently used special enactment is cognizable, bailable etc. The Author has fulfilled the needs of the investigating Officers in the epilogue by
providing 47 points which may go against the prosecution, and therefore, has given 48 tips for the successful prosecution of a criminal case by a Police
Officer. Again, in the spirit of an academic researcher, the Author has given a catalogue of 724 Checklists in all the Chapters so that the readers
would find the book highly informative to have a statutorily authorised answer to any doubt in a given situation in any of the investigative procedures.
The citation of 785 landmark judgements of various High Courts and the Supreme Court for the period 1965-2008 in the appropriate chapters is another
outstanding feature of the book, making it vade mecum for Police Officers, Advocates, Officers of Law and Courts and also for NGOs, Social Activists and
Persons of Public Interest.
Audit Information Management System (AIMS).
The Routledge Handbook of Refugees in India
SSC Junior Engineer Mechanical Recruitment Exam Guide 4th Edition
KVS TGT (TRAINED GRADUATE TEACHER) RECRUITMENT EXAMINATION (14 PRACTICE SETS)
Tactics for Deadly Force Encounters
The Development of Its Laws and Constitution
• Best Selling Book for Jammu and Kashmir Police Sub Inspector Recruitment Exam with objective-type questions as per the latest syllabus given by the Jammu and Kashmir Services Selection Board (JKSSB). • Compare your
performance with other students using Smart Answer Sheets in EduGorilla’s Jammu and Kashmir Police Sub Inspector Recruitment Exam Practice Kit. • Jammu and Kashmir Police Sub Inspector Recruitment Exam Preparation
Kit comes with 10 Full Length Mock Tests with the best quality content. • Increase your chances of selection by 14X. • Jammu and Kashmir Police Sub Inspector Recruitment Exam Prep Kit comes with well-structured and 100%
detailed solutions for all the questions. • Clear exam with good grades using thoroughly Researched Content by experts.
• Best Selling Book for Telangana Police Constable Prelims Exam with objective-type questions as per the latest syllabus given by the TSLPRB. • Compare your performance with other students using Smart Answer Sheets in
EduGorilla’s Telangana Police Constable Prelims Exam Practice Kit. • Telangana Police Constable Prelims Exam Preparation Kit comes with 10 Tests (8 Mock Tests + 2 Previous Year Papers) with the best quality content. •
Increase your chances of selection by 14X. • Telangana Police Constable Prelims Exam Prep Kit comes with well-structured and 100% detailed solutions for all the questions. • Clear exam with good grades using thoroughly
Researched Content by experts.
Designed by Edurise panel of authors, RRB NTPC 2019 CBT Stage 1 Exam PRACTICE SETS is here to act as the backbone for planning and implementation of your Stage-1 exam preparation strategy. The book contains 23
Practice Sets with highly probable questions for maximum chance of success. All 2300 questions are explained in detail from typical student point of view with well illustrated short tricks that save time. You can optimize the use
of this valuable resource by practicing newly revised pattern of CBT stage 1 by solving 23 NTPC exam oriented practice sets in a time bound manner. The book is thoroughly prepared for RRB CEN 01/2019. **** Important
Note**** The question types and difficulty level would be different from Banking, SSC, UPSC similar government exams. The RRB NTPC Recruitment exam will be conducted in 2 stages: CBT Stage 1: Stage 1 exam will only
contain questions from Non -Technical Subjects: General Awareness ,Mathematics and General Intelligence & Reasoning and will be common for all post categories.
Police Investigation - Powers, Tactics and Techniques
Jammu and Kashmir Police Sub Inspector Recruitment Exam 2022 | 1200+ Solved Questions (10 Full Length Mock Tests)
The Journey of the Komagata Maru
2700+ MCQs BASED ON CURRENT AFFAIRS EVENTS & ISSUES 2021
A Gender Atlas of India
The Dravidian Years
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